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Murray, Ky., Wednesday Afternoon, October 10, 1956

MURRAY POPULATION 10,100

Vol. LXXVII No. 241

'ELDERLY MAN IS KILLED THIS MORNING

we/

Troop 45 Prepares For Big
Calloway County Day Saturday

6
dal Huh
MEV

•

r

3 AIRMEN-KILLED IN THIS GLOBEMASTER WRECK

Struck By Automobile As He
Crosses Highway At. His Home

Murray State
Prepares For
Homecoming

Troop 45 held their weekly county
will have a booth on the
meeting on Tuesday night in north
side of the square. Since
An 89-year old Calloway Mr. Howard and brought it to
the basement of the Methodist the
theme of the month f o r
CotifitY irialt—Witi killed instantly Murray.
Church. Plans were completed scouting
is pioneering the prothis morning when he w a s
Mr. Howard is Survived by his
for the participation of the troop ject
of the booth will be the
Murray State College is busy struck by an automobile driven wife, Mrs. Mettle Howard: four
in Calloway County Day this same.
The booth will be made
preparing for its 24th annual by Mrs. Agnes Jones of Sedalia. daughters, Mrs. 011ie Paschall.
Saturday. The troop, along with of
poles and assembled with
Homecoming which will be held Kentucky. according to Guy C. Murray route one, Mrs. E. D.
'ff other troops of the county
will ropes rather than with nails as
Turner. State Policeman for Cal- Farris of Gleason. Term, Mrs.
on Saturday, October 20.
be in the parade Saturday morn- will
loway County.
all objects in the booth.
Highligh
J. B. Story of Murray route one,
ts
of
the
day
will
ining.
These will include a tower, lean
elude a parade of floats in the
Mrs. C. H. Arnett of
The parade will form at the to and
According to Turner, Mr. Wil- and
rope stand on which rope
afternoon and a night football liam
high school and leave promptly work
Boswell Howard, age 89, Bandana. Ky.; five grand chilwill be demonstrated. Also
game With Tennessee Tech in was killed
at 10:00. All scouts and cubs in
at 7:40 this morning dren. .
the booth will be a council
Cutchin Stadium.
He was a member of the Lynn
as he was crossing the Lynn
who will participate are asked
fire.
Evening activities will include Grove highway to
Grove Methodis& Church.
to be at the high school at 9:30.
his
home.
Troop 45 will be accompanied
a barbecue for the alumpi in Mr. Howard lives about one-half
The burial will be held in the
Leaders will be there to assem- by
some of the members of their
the Health Building from 5 to mile east of Lynn Grove. His city cemetery, however the place
ble scouts and cubs in the parade. drum
and bugle corps. They
6:30 p.m. The game will begin home is located on the south of the funeral and arrangements
The various troops of .the practiced
their drumming a n d
at 8 p.m. During the half time side of the highway and his are as yet not known.
marching after the meeting on
period, the football queen, who stock barns are on the north
Tuesday.
will be chosen this week, will side.
, Troop 45 will hold a Hallobe presented as wiil her at•
Turner said that a tractor
Ween.- party Tuesday, October 30
tendants.
in the WOW hall. It will be a
Following the game the Home- passed Mr. Howard at the time
costume party .and the boys will
coming dance will be presented of the accident, and the. driver
invite guests.
in the old gym in the Carr reported that Mr. Howaid seemed
to hesitate at the edge of the
Members attending the meetHealth building.
reavement a moment thin ran
ing were Woody Herndon. Max
Three breakfasts will begin
WRECKAGE of a U. S. Air Force C-124 Globemaster strews Charleston, S. C., airport
after It crashed
Parker, Larry
in landing attempt. Three killed, seven injured.
the Homecoming day, Inc by across the highway.
Buxton, Jerry
gritermattonal Sound photo)
Turner reported that Mrs.
Adams, Jerry Watson, Harold
Delta Alpha fraternity at 7 a.m.,
Jones, put on her brakes, but
Shoemaker, Gerald McNutt, Mike
one
by
the
Business
Departm
ent found it impossible to stop in
C
WASHINGTON, Oct. 10 I —
Alexander, Mike Baker. Jerry
at 8 a.m., and one by the ViVHCC
Sen. Earle C. Clements (D-KY.)
Don't get excited if you smell
time. The accident was of an
Duncan, A. B. Futrelle, Jimmy
Club
at
8
a.m.
Tuesday asked the Budget Buunavoidable nature Turner said. a terrible odor around your
Smith, John Darnall, Louis
On the morning program will
reau to include $50,928,300 for
The Max H. Churchill am- home. It is a harmless but
Greenfield, Rob Walston, Timobe the first Art Alumni Invita- bulance picked tip the body of awful odor used by
water resources development of
the Murray
Firemen were called this
thy Kimball, and Bill Hopson.
tion Exhibition and Homecoming
Gas System to test the tightness
Kentucky streams in its recommorning to the home of Charles
coffee in the foyer of the Library
of the pipe system
mendations for the next fiscal
Ryan at the corner of South
at 10 am.
Superintendent of the system
year.
Fifth and Maple streets, when
Two sororities, / .pha Sigma
Jack Bryan said that the main
Clements was joined in his
a fire broke out in the basement
Alpha and Sigma Sigma Sigma
six inch line from Murray to
request by Reps. John C. Watts,
of the home.
will hold coffee hours at 10 a.m.
Mayfield was tested this week
Brent Spence, earl D. Perkins,
The fire was intense when
Several streets west of sixin the sorority rooms on the
and it held perfectly.
William H. Natcher, Frank Chelf
A check with county officials teenth, were
A total of 46 ponds were third
scheduled to be firemen arrived, but it was conHigh pressure was placed on
floor of the Library.
and Noble J. Gregory, Kentucky _revealed today that
no one by paved in the morning, acOrding ,.tained to the basement. A base- established in August and Septhe line and maintained for a
Alumni registeration will be
Democrats.
the name of Cladius Colson
was to Paul Buchanan, City Street menf robm was gutted by" the ternbSr and certified for coat held from 10 a. art. to 4:30 p.m.
The, Ifklm., High WAvie{s, are long period to be sure that
The recommendations were arrested
in Calloway
blaze and smoke filled the up- share with ASC, it was an- in the basement
County Superintendent.
of the Library. depending on seven letternian. The systern'e4er ennipletely chassimilar to those asked last week Yesterday. A report
nounced
yesterda
•
y
per
part
by
was circulatthe
of
Soil
the house, but fireBuchanan said that Middle
Other activities include a lun- Including three starters from last ed.
by the Ohio Valley Improvement ed in the city that
men held water damage to the Conservation Service.
Colson was West Roads, a paving firm,
The 'system from Chestnut td
cheon by the M Club at 11:30 years five, to lead them to a
had
Association.
arrested in Calloway and was agreed
Accordin
g
to
Yandal
Wrather
Sycamore and from Eighth streei
to pave the following minimum by using the spray
a.m., an Alumni business meet- successful cage season.
Construction projects sought in placed in the county
of
the
SCS,
the
ponds
will
jail on streets: Farmer Ave., Miller Ave., nozzles and the booster tanks.
Coach Bill Williams will have (west is now being checked.
Tuesday's request included: $16.5 drunken driver
contain more than twenty-five ing at 3 p.m. in the Science
charges and also (16th -17th) Olive extended,
building, and an informal coffee seasoned performers in the per- Bryan said that all valves have
million for the Greenup Locks that he was
million
gallons
of
water when
charged with rob- Ryan, Farris, (off 13th) Whinel,
to be greased to make them
and Dam; $10.5 million for the bery of a Golden
full. "It is better to hold the hour in the Home Economics son of Bobby Prichett, Tomtit). more air tight and
portions of S. Second, portions
Pond man.
what residents
a n d Charles Peeler
department at 3:30 p.m. for all Reeves
Markland - Warsaw Locks and
water
where
it is needed than
County officials said they of N. Third, and the
driveway
available November 6, when the smell now is Ethyl Mercaptan
alumni.
•
Dam; $6 million for Lock and knew of no such
let
the
water
go down stream
(C2H5SH) which is placed in
at Carter School, which extends
arrest.
curtain is raised for Milburn.
Dam 41 at Louisville.
where it has no use," Wrather
from 13th.
Williams does not have h i s the mains with the air pressure
LOUISVILLE, Oct. 10 aft — said.
An additional $1 million was
schedule completed but disclosed so that leaks can be found more
Those streets have been pri- State Department of Health ofHe mentioned that the Missisasked for starting construction
PARADEX
that the Warners would play 21 easily.
med
ficials
with
today
oil,
said
and
a
sippi
possible
.River at flood stage, carries
of the New Richmond, Ohio,
Majority
enBryan said that 100 pounds of
The
Business
Guild
of
t
h
of
games,
e
including out of county
the
cephaliti
resident
s,
or
s
have
"sleepin
PARIS, Oct. 11:4 liP — Authorideposited
g sickness" in one day enough soil to equal
Lock and Dam; $5.5 million for
air pressure is being placed on
First
Christia
Church
n
their
will
meet
games
share
with
has
North
Marshall
of
been
the
ties
,
cost for conof this traffic-congested city
diagnosed in several six inches layer of top soil from
the Barkley Dam on the Cumin the Educational Building of South Marshall, Benton, Milburn, the gas mains in the area decounties outside
of Jefferson forty-six farms of 100 acres.
berland River: $3.5 million for today placed the following ad- struction, continued Buchanan.
scribed above. As soon as all
the
church tonight at seven- and Cunningham.
County,
Ponds were constructed by the
where 10 deaths have
Buckhorn Reservoir; $2 million vertisement in several newspapvalves have been greased to
The city 'contributes one-third
thirty
o'clock.
Williams
For
been attributed to the disease following farmers: Herman Lasit will be his make their work better, an
for the Catlettsburg Floodwal ers:
of the cost as do each of the
exl
Mrs.
Louise
Jellison,
chairma
n, first year at Almo. He ,was for- haustive -check will
"To get to the automobi
siter, Lassiter Hill. Carl Lockand $1 million for starting
le property owners on either side this year.
be made
con- exhibition
One suspected case has been. hart. H. B.dturner, Rob Walston, and Mr. J. H. Nichols will be merly the 'assistant coach for to make sure that all lines are
quicker use the sub- of a street
struction of Nolin Dam.
which is planned for
Benton.
reported to the department from Price Lassiter, Crawford Arra,i the guest speakers.
air tight.
The OVIA requested greater way."
construction.
ach of five counties. The eoun- strong, Carl Rowland, C. C.
The odoriferous gas is harmsums for the Greenup and Markties were identified as Boyle, Weatherford, Z. C. Orr, Voris
less which is used for testing.
land dams and failed to request
Boyd, Clark. Graves and Wash- Lassiter. Virgil Lassiter, J. A.,
The odor is used to spot leaks,
and funds for the Nolin Dam.
Jones, Brown Morris, Hugh Fosington.
Bryan said.
In addition, an unconfirmed ter, I. D. Shultz, Robert Lassiter,
The main tap station at MayL.
Kuykend
E.
all,
D
C.
Irvin,
report said there were 10 cases
field will be complete this week
Oscar
McClain,
Paul
Spann,
0.
in one unidentified western Kenand tha border station just outside Murray on the Mayfield
tucky county. State health of- C. Smotherman. Clay Smith. LuPowell.
ther
Cecil
Hopkins,
J.
highway will be finished this
ficials said only a telephoned reR. Smotherland. Andrew Farris,
By UNITED PRESS
week. Bryan continued.
tucky Wesleyan College he fa- port of the western Kentucky
Dock
Boggess,
Cletus
Shelton,
Kentucky's senatorial candi- vored
The city gas mains operate
flood control and water outbreak had been received from
Friends of Mr. and Mrs. Otry dates
J. C. Kemp. Jim Rickman. 011ie
"met the people" at a fall develop
from 10 to 20 pounds pressure.
ment projects in the state. a single source.
Paschall will be pleased to know festival,
Tidwell,
Outland,
N J.
D A.
on television and by
but are being tested at 100
In 1955, several persons died
He said the program of surthey have returned from Vand- the
Howard, Ted Howard, B. W.
traditional handclasp today. veys on
pounds to make sure they are
Kentucky streams should of encephalitis in the Calvert Miller, E. H. Paschall.
erbilt Hospital much improved
By
LEO H. PETERSEN
Series •rally in 27 years, came correctly put together.
A. Y.
Republicans John Sherman be complete
,and on the road to recovery
d and construction City area of Marshall County.
McNeeley. Preston Boyd. E. RickUnited Press Sports Editor
Cooper and Thruston B. Morton started
from behind to win it, 13-8.
The house gas system is tested
Health officials emphasfzed toon those projects on
after undergetiug surgery.
man. Gene Potts and Clay Manattended the annual Shelby which
Don Bessent, Who was t h e at ten pounds pressure although
favorable reports have day that none of the cases re- ning.
BROOKLYN, Oct. 10 109 —Big
Mr. and Mrs. Paschall, who County
Tobacco Festival at Shel- been made.
No. 1 man in the Dodger bull- it operates on one-forieth of that
He specifically ad- ported outside Jefferson County
have a host of friends in the
Loyd Collie. Soil Conservation Don Newcombe, Brooklyn's 27- pen behind Newcombe today, re- pressiire.
byville. Later Cooper traveled vocated
a start of construction has been diagnosed definitely as
city and county, say they wish
game
winner,
faced
lanky
JohnAid, has been assigned to the
to Horse Cave for a talk and on
ceived credit for the victory.
the Nolin River Reservoir encephalitis, but all are
to thank the many people for
under Calloway County Soil Conserva,7 ny Kucks. who won 18. as the
Morton moved to Louisville for as a
Previously 'Hit Hard
part of the complete pro- investigation.
the cards and letters and flowers
Dodgers
and
Yankees
met today
lion District to assist in its
an appearance on a television gram of
It was Kucks' third appearance
development of the
during their stay at Vanderbilt.
At
Louisvill
in
the
e,
seventh
and deciding game
no new cases program.
question-and-answer program.
in the Series. He was used in
Green River.
Their cleaning establishment
of the disease were reported
of the greatest World Series of
Democrats Lawrence W. Wethrelief in both the first and secClements voiced the same th- Tuesday, but a
will be open again soon accordthem all.
blood testing
erby and Earle C. Clements eme
ond games and was pounded
as his running mate in program was
ing to Mr. and Mrs. Paschall
Newcombe, w h o 'spearheads'
underway in varcontinued to plug away in the a talk
hard each time. The six foot.
at Louisa.
and an announcement will be
ious sections of the city. The
the Dodgers to National League
east and west portions 9( the
three 170-pound right hander
He said canalization of the tests were
made at that time.
pennant but then fails in the
expected to reveal
state. Clements was at XpAers- Big
was the mainstay of the Yankee
Sandy River was essential how many
The Kentucky Lake chapter
persons in the areas
ville and Floyd County all day to the
pitching staff most of the seaeconomic problems of investigated
of the Soil Conservation Society
were exposed to the
and Wetherby stopped at Haws- eastern
son,
but
Kentucky.
faltered
the
in
closing of America, met recently
The New York Yankees won
St. Louis encephalitis virus withelite, Hardinsburg and Leitchand
"I am proud of the oppor- out becoming
the World Series today 9-0 over weeks.
elected new officers, it was anfield.
ill.
It
was
clear,
a
crisp autumn nounced by the Soil Conservation
There have been 90 cases beCooper charged Wetherby was tunity to be in a position in
The Murray High Tigers are the Brooklyn Dodgers.
the U. S. Senate to see to it lieved to
The regular m• eeting of the seeking a "scapego
Catcher Yogi Berra knocked day with a chilly breeze blow- office.
. be encephalitis at ranked 12th in the state acat," rather
ing In from left 'field. However,
that the Big Sandy got enough Louisvill
• Junior Garden Club which was than advance
They chose Wayne WillianIX —
e, including t h e 10 cording to the latest release of two two. run homers, one in the
ideas to help solve
money to enable the Corps of deaths
scheduled on October 13 at the the problem
first and another in the second. it did not figure to be strong of the Kentucky Soil and Water
attributed to the disease. the Litkenhaus ratings.
of lowered farm
enough to affect any balls hit Resource Division, as president
Engineers complete a study of
Clifford Melugin Cabin has been income, in
The blood testing survey of
.
a speech at-.Versailles.
St. Xavier of Louisville is The Yankees unleashed a barit this year," the senior senator
postponed d u e to "Calloway
Herbert Anderson. Benton. was
"It is the mark of a candidate
families in the areas principally top ranked with an average of rage of four home runs includ- toward the left field stands.
said.
Manager
County Day" being held in Mur- without ideas, without
Casey
Stengel
of
the
elected
Secretar
y-Treasurer.
affected will continue through 87.1 Murray's average is 69.3. ing the two of Berra. and a
plans, and
ray on that day. The meeting the mark of
Yankees made two substitutions
At La Grange, Morton said next week.
a demagogue to
Other powerhouses of the West grand stammer by Bill Skowron
will be held on October 27 seek to find
in
his
lineup,
the
benching
Eisenho
the 40wer Administsation
a scapegoat when
Kentucky conference, who en- to down the Dodgers today.
instead.
year-old Enos 'Country' Slaughhe has nothing to offer himself," should be credited with the rapid
tered the top twenty this week,
FIVE
DAY
All children interested in join- the former ambassa
FORECA
who
ST
ter.
had
growth
a bad day' in the
of industry in Kentucky.
dor to India
Include Hopkinsville, Morganfield, Series, was
making his second field Tuesday when the Dodgers
ing the Junior Garden Club said.
He said the administration had
Madisonville, Paducah, Mayfield
By UNITED PRESS
start
this
in
classic
contact Mrs. Henry Hargis.
and
his
fifth
won 1-0 in 10 innings to even
He said his opponent. "has built up a "favorable business
FRANKFORT. Oct. 10 IP —
Kentucky — Temperatures for and Henderson_
in the autumn competition.
the series at three game each, The state Department of Highno farm record" and ccharged climate" everywhere. Without re- the
five - day period. Thursday
Never
has
he
won
the big one, and first baseman Joe Collins.
that his efforts to "distort" those ferring to it specifically, he cited through
ways today awarded contracts
RETURNS TO BASE
Monday, will average
being charged with three defeats
Slaughter lost one fly ball in totaling $351108 for
of the administration of Cooper the new Clayton & Lambert Co. two
repairs and
to three degrees below the
and
one
no-decision. That no- the sun, appeared to give
ii "proof of his lack of ideas plant unuder construction near Kentuck
up on improvement to 40 miles of roads
A 3/c Jimmy D Cochran ar- decision came in last Friday's
y normal of 60tdegrees.
another which fell for a double in 10 counties.
and lp demonstration of the, La Grange on a 83-acre tract Warmer
Friday and in .west rived at his new air base, Marsh second game when the Yankees
kind of false campaign he is bought from the state last spring.
and
there
were
many
who
Calloway County—Reconstrucportion Thursday Turning cooler Air Base in Los Angeles. Calif.. hammered the six
KENTUCKY: Generally fair running."
-foot-four 248- thought he should have caught
The plant, which will employ again Saturday and Sunday. Pre- after spending two weeks with
tion and traffic botimi limestone,
and some cooler today. Thursday
pound righthander for six• runs Jackie
In a speech at Owensboro. 500 persons, is Oldham County's cipitatio
Robinson's
line
drive 3.882 miles of K:•• 121 - Ky. 98
n will average about ka his parents, Mr and Mrs. Burie in less than two
fair and a little warmer.
innings. But his which broke up Tuesday's
Wetherby told students at Ken- first industry.
10- i Penny Road). Edward Surd,
inch in showers about Friday.
Cochrum
teaminates, with
the greatest inning thriller..
Mayfield. $78816 20.

Clements Asks
For Money
For Dam
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Gas Mains
Are Being
Tested ,

No Arrest Made Of
Man In Calloway

Paying Is
Scheduled
In The City

Firemen Called To
Charles Ryan Home

46 Ponds Are
Established
In Two Months

Almo Depends
On Lettermen

Sickness Found
Outside Jefferson
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Senate Candidates—Meet
Mr. And Mrs. Otry The
People On TV Program
Paschall Back Home,

Yankees Win The
Series9-0 Today

Much Improved

Tigers Ranked
12th In State

Junior Garden Club
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Road Contracts
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Perfect Game Sends Yanks Into Lead.
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WEDNESDAY —OCTOBER 10,1966

KWCOMBE AND MICKS
Final Game In WorW Series Will Be
Decided IN Prossore. °ante Today'

Letters to the Editor.
are not for the best

IIATIONAL
REPRESENTATIVES: WALLOWS WITIEC
RCO,, HMS
Monroe. Memphis, TIMM; 360 1Parli-AvA. New
Vtick;
18.- 111ellidah
Ave, Chicago: 80 Bolystbit St. assion.

By LEO N. PETERSEN
United Press Sports Writer
BROOKLYN, Oct. 10 6P —
Don Newcombe and J ssis n fly
Kuck:: are 1 wo for the money
today when the 1958 World
Series "opens and clo:e.; in one"
Ebbets Field.
All even with thr:e victories
each, tho worlo champion Brooklyn 'iodger_i and the New York
Yankees have reached the point
where there rs no tomorrow.
It's win or else — and to the
victor go the spoiis, in this
case about 99.500 each oornpared
with an estimated $6,000 Iing
share

for the Dodgers in the 1956 effective in September and has
National League campaign and seen action in this Series in rehas a remarkable 47-12 two- lief only twice. Both times he
year winning record, is
e was hit hard by the Dodgers
central figure of the baseball
It's a long time since t h e
drama about to unfold. For all
his accomplishments—and they Yanks haven't been favored to
are many — this is a man win the odd game of a seven
plagued by past failures to win game series and the reason is
'WEDNESDAY -- OCTOBER 10, 19541
"that one real big one which simple—they're playing at •JElotal
the whole world is watching."
bets Field.
Four times he has stared
Have Home Field Edge
against the Yankees in World
The Dodgers won all three
Series competition dating back
to 1949 when Tommy Henrich's gaines against the Yankees at
ninth. inning homer heat hurt, Ebbets Field last Year and
1-0, and four times he has they've swept 'em three straight
been turned away from the there this yea'. As has been said
shining objective of his career. so often before in' this Series,
The Bra iwa.
lin." rated
the most obvious fact of the
the game at even mon7y. with He has been saddled with three
classic is that the Yankees look
the Yankees 11-10 favorite if defeats and escaped a fourth
like the better team at Yankea+
Casey Stengel changes his mind loss in last Friday's second game
overnight and sends 19-game only because the Dodgers over- Stadium and the Dodgers look
winner Whitey Ford, 1-1 in came a 6-0 deficit to win. 13-8. like the better team at Ebbets
this Series. against Newcombe, with the greatest rally in 27 Field. . #
Stengel said it would be Kucks, years of World Series history,
Stengel debated until the Iasi
No one understands the situabut he added, "unless I change
moment Tuesday before he chose
Wm more than Newcombe.
my mind."
"I want to 5th
this game Turley to start over Kneks and
There was some speculation
wanted
life:
, the burly right-handed speedthat perfect-game pitcher Don more than I've e‘ e rmy
bailer didn't disappoint him.
Larsen might be a surprise to do anything in
starter for the Yankees on the he said Tuesday when Alston
Working with the "no-windukx
theory that a fellow who worked nominated him for the big start. windup" that
sA
Larsen used iiW
one miracle might work another. "If I don't win it, it won't be Monday's date
with immortality,
for
lack
trying."
of
But the idea drew little support
Turley struck out 11 batters and
YAN
P
: ER Don Larsen fogs one across t e plate at
from Stengel, who indicated that
Yankee Stadium in
Dodger Bullpen Tops
dueled on a scoreless basis with
the fifth game of the World Series, enroute to a no-hit, no-run perfec
the 27-year old wonder boy
Behind Newcombe, in the bull- Labine for nine full innings.
moved his team into a three-to-two lead over the Brooklyn Dodger t game that
would be his No. 1 bullpen
s.
pen, Alston says he is "in fine Turley was an over - powering
man and won't start under any
(International Soundphato)
shape." He says Dun Bessent, fast ball pitcher — faster than
conditions.
second-game winner and low- Larsen was in his perfect game
Both managers said they would ball specialist.
is -the No. 1 guy" — but Labine's low : breaking
string along with the lineups and
adds that Ed Roebuck and stuff proved a math for him.
las
Clem Labine, the latter Tuesth
uses g
aantsesh. a vI filgauyred
In the final analysis, the gam%1
ed tine Watt t A
h rle
se
- day's 10-inning, 1-0 victor, "are
ton's case but ev en Casey's
turned on Stengel's refusal to IOW
also available." Sal Maglie. the
players will be surprised if he
the right handed Turley pitch to
39-year-old clutch hero of so
doesn't come up with a new
many battles, is a poisibility but the left-handed, long-ball hitting
batting order overnight.
Duke Snider with the result in
Alston said "it's
extremeIY the balance. In the
Much Rides On Outcome
By jot WILSON
eighth. Stendoubtfu
l
that
he
can
see
action."
These two totally different
wel ordered Turley to walk SniTwo weeks ago a fellow asked
In Kucks. Stengel is starting
managers had a lot riding on
der with Labine representing the
me why I kept statistics on
this one game in prestige. For a 22-year-old right hander who winning run on
ballgames. He wanted to know
second base and
Alstpp,.
. a Dodger victory would two springs ago was a "nobody" he got out of
the reason for my "storing" old
it when Robinson
in the Yankees' annual spring
make
him
the
man
who
gave
score sheets of all the ball games
popped to third baeman Andy
Brooklyn two straight world %rookie camp. He caught Stengel's Carey.
I had covered. I had no answer
eye. however. and moved up the
champio
ns.
For
Stengel
,
a
Yankee
and gave it little thought until
victory would mark a sixth Yank staff Following a so-so,
Casey faced the same situation,
Friday evening, Oct. 4. after
Series title in seven tries. The 8-7, 1955 campaign he suddenly strategically,the 10th when
The murray High-Bowling 'Green
unemotional Alston probably will blossomed into a star this year Junior Gilliam walked
with one
YANKEE CATCHER Yogi Berra climbs the stalwart football game at Holland Staand
finished
take
in
the
season
movie
a
tonight
out
with an
if his
and Pee Wee Reese bunted
dium. It was there that I ound
Dodgers win but old Casey will 18-9 record.
frame of Don Larsen after the young Bombers pitcher my reason and at the
him along to second. Once again,
moment
dance with his strawberry
His stock in trade is a natural Snider was
purposely passed butt
threw the final strike of his perfect game at Yankee It seemed to be the simplest
blonde.
sinker
Edna
ball,
far into the wee
which he doesn't this time Robinson rifled
a liner
Stadium to register the first world Series no-hitter. •one we could possibly find — it
hours
if
know
the Yankees do it for
himself, how he throws. to left field which
was merely for "comparison".
eluded Enos
him.
For about two thirds of the 1956 Slaughter's grasp
The Berkley. Cal., Larsen threw only 97 pitches, walked Yes, comparison and believe
and sent Gilyou
Newcombe, 240-pound right- season he was the Yankees' most liam
me, I had plenty of comparing
flying over the plate With
none, to aend the Yanks into the Series lead, 3-2.
hand pitcher who won 27 games effective pitcher but he was
to do.
the
in_
winning run.
_
(International Soundphoto.).
After six years one finds it
an extremely tough situation to
compare the athletic ability of
a once 11-year old youngsters
to that of a 17-year old who
is ready to graduate from high
schcool. That's exactly what we
did, hoWever, and we tame tip
with these statistics.
Jerry Buchanan
In 1950 Jerry Buchanan led
• every* department in the Murray deer through the Bowling
Green and he's all wrapped up in
.Little League. By this we mean defense Friday — but
that factor this boy — he has reason to
• that as a batter he led in total helped cap the situatio
n. In four be and this corner is sure
hits, rims, average, 2 base. hits, games he has scored 90
that
points — 10,000 other
Murray people
S. base hits and home runs. As just a few less than the
entire
would be equally as wrapped
'a pitcher Buck led the 4 team team.
up if they knew him as well
league in total strikeouts. games.
Buck it destined to become
.earned run average and winning
one of the greatest athletic stal- as his Dad does.
percentage.
Wes, we have our reason for
It was almost unbelievable that warts ever to graduate from
Drive prevents fuel waste,
Better gas mileage
Less devin-ibie
a curly headed kid like that the Tiger school including such keeping statistoics and saving old
High-coon press;on engines
rhanks to the truck industry's cushions shock-loading, ruts
could accomplish such a feat Bengal "all-arounders" as Glin scocrestheets —
compari
son
—.
teamed with high-efficiency
most advanced engineering, traffic time, saves tires, spares
so young, but from us it gained Jeffreys. Billy Ferguson. -DynaIn Jerry Buchanan's case —
him a nod as the best ever mite" Dunn. Will Mac Jones,
gear ratios produce maximum
GMC Blue Chip repair needs drivers. GA/C is the enlv truth
to come out of the Murray Dale and Eli Alexander and "We only have to find
fuel efficiency.
manufacturer Icitti Hydraare the lowest of all, according
somebo4
many others.
Little League.
to compare him with."
Matte Drive ix its full line!
vs accredited fleet records.
years later we see Buck
Balanced peter trains
He's not only a great comGMC
trucks
job!
stay
the
on
in a different light — no, we petitor in football
Transinissions,axles and power
Worth more on trade-in
but he's a
aren't disappointed — don't get standout on
In bettei condition after fire or
plihts are matched. Framed for
the baseball diamHydra-k
sayings
latie
me wrong for it- makes this -olid, the track, the cage c3urts,
specific needs, they're nior• Best-pros ed ot all automat lc six years' work—with their
writer feel good in just knowing and probably
anywhere else you
than
equal to the job.
transinisaions, Hydra-Ntatic advanced styling that keeps
the kid.
WHICH MAN PASSED
could put him — Jerry shortthem looking young—Blue
Jerry has blossomed into the stopped Murray High
State runChip GNI( Ls command top
THE N.P.•
finest athlete we've ever met crop, and Murray'
s State Legion
in Murray. barring none.
resale value. Atter writing off
baseball championship teams.
'Noso, treeS
We didn't make this decision
their original cost, they STILL
Carlton Buchanan is the proud
Its
The poised. smartly-dressed man at
simply because he ran like a father of the hustling
the left of course. You can
absorb a big part of their
youngster
tell at• glance. amid Mete etis
the Ninety-Percent Test is so ;moor.
replacem
ent
expense!
tem. People judge you by what they
see lsornetintes that's a they hare
to go on and ninety percent of whet
'Optional at extra ant
they se* of you is 'eh; you nye,.
Tist fresh fnSK of dryeteened eories
o more that enertra_touch .
tire a fitorcr in the butionisck.
Its an integral part of good grooming
.
The state of your clothes teSs solienei
BROOKLYN, Oct. 10 IP about the Ind of person you are.
I. fact. your clothes Peell' stop telijr1
Facts and figures on the World
*bout you.
Series:
To buy you. clothes to make•geed impression
. As you -ear them.
Series standing: Yankees won ,
hirn• them -drycleined often. A
smart men tikes care to keep that
3, Dodgers won. 3.
•
impression
Today'ssgame: The 7th and Be- 1 NEW YORK UP - Pitcher
Bob
ciding game, at Ebbets Field.
Feller of the Cleveiand—indians
Starting time: 1 p.m. Kin:
has been elected president of the
Probable' starting pitcher A. Major League Baseball Players
Vanktws: Johnny Rucks (111-11); Association, a group within
the
Dodgers: Don Nevrontbe (27-7).!tructure of the player represe
ntOdds: Even money if ICateks vs tames set-up.
Newcombe; Yankees favored, 11Stan Musial of the St. Louis
10, if Whitey Ford vs Newcombe I Cardinals Was elected vice-presiWeather: Fair and cool.
!dent_ and Jerry Coleman of the
Scores-of preceding games: 1st: New York Yankees secretary at
Dodgers 6, Yankees 3: 2nd:- Dod- a meeting MOnday. Narded
as
gers 13. Yankees 8: 3rd: Yankees members of the bord of director
s
Record-Breakers in Their Class.
5. Dodgers 3. 4th: Yankees 6. were Ted Kluszewski of
the
Dodgers 2: 5th: Yankees 2,. Dod- Cincinnati Redlegs for the
(•\1(' F;-•>. at I lt,coo(VW,and the
Na1059E1
gers 0: 6th: Dodgers 1, Yankees Urinal League and Ed Yo-i
at t 2,1.0 are taniou• for far-paced,
4
.t of the
0 (10 innings).
nork in the tionstruction, city
Washington Senators for the ASix-game financial figures: At- I inerican.
delivers and general hauling fields
tendance: 312.121; net receipts: r TFeller described the associat
ion
91-.959.425.79: — commissioner's tat ."not a union or a guild, but a
Come Jo amd check on the real economy of a Blue Chip bay
share — $293.413.88; clubs' and group which will handle
most
leagues' share — 1989.950.22: of the administratiun work
of
players shart 6693,561.53 (play- the pension plan and
other metPhone ,o2
ers share only in receipts of first i tars that come up from
Phone 243
South Side of Square
time to
TANKS AVAILABLE
four gamer.
_ time."
1400W. MAIN
MURR
Entered at the Past( Mice. Murray, Kentucky.
toe tranendasion as
Second Class Matter
•
SUROCIIIPTION 1141,7SIS: By -Carrier in Murray. per week 30c.
per
hoti.11 Nit In Calloway and *Opining counties, per year 5350.
elsewhere. SILK

A Yogi Caress.
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JJerry uc anan. Prom•
To Be M H All Timet. ete

•

ilwe's why Blue Chip GAM
4e444if
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,
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it's no secret that GE Blue Chip haulers consistently outperform the class.
New read why they're also the lowest-cost trucks on anybody's books
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WORLD SERIES
FACTS & FIGURES

Feller Named
To Head
Ball Group

Every drop
gives you
more for
your
money!
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TWO HOUR SERVICE ON REQUEST
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Co., 103 N. 3rd, Murray, phone
1824.
ITC
_
DUO-THERM oil heater, 75,000
REGULAR $229.95 bedroom suite
B.T.U. Heats 5 room house easily.
for only $174.95 and your old
Perfect , condition. Call Carman
suite. Some suites reduced
to Parks, 738-M -Z.
•
1TP
only $159.93 tvith your old suite.
$249.95 living room suites just 1.1114911 electric clipper. Good con$174.95 and your old suite. Some dition. Call HOS
IF
suites reduced to a special low
PLAY
PEN.
Priced
reasonable.
aprice $109.95 and your old suite.
011P
Also special prices on dinette Phone 4I8-W.
sets and interspring mattresses. 1941
CHEVROLET, good condiShop and save at Seaford and tion. Can be seen
709 Poplar St.
Ray Furniture and Appliance Phone 1913.
01QP

FoR SALE
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suddenly
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mountain,
41-Period of time
60-Sink In middle
61 -Alan's mime
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ecteper
64-Lien,)
69-Small dog
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42-Epic poem

1-Mr. blab
pi lest
6-tiroa ins non er
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1-Spunish title
2-Indieti
mulberry
3-Thinge. In law
4-Prepusltion
5-Peas.
collier feel,'
c
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1.1E1
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DOWN

r1

sis, the gamth
refusal •to IOW
irley pitch to
ft-ball hitting

remelt

eo

Y/

6-Afternoon
tabbr
7-Behold!
8-Evenune
9-Ancient temple
lti--4.1roup of
performers
11--City in
Oregon
.13-Haste
10-Riverin
Arizona
13-Roman
garments
21-Newts
22-Ceremonles
25-Juice of East
Indian palm
(pl.)
27-Presiding.,
spirit
30-River In
France
Si-Baseball team.
34-Strike
36-Once more
37-Tray
3-Stir.6
41)-Wine 13ersole
41-Rascal
44-ititnue
ST-Roy attendant
49-Wooden Nog
52-Scold
54-Game at cards
57-Synihol for
tantalum
68-Spanish article
ge-coliege degree

.(abbr.)
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K would be the next one.
Leaning away
I was right.
from the catwalk, my hands en
could see down into
a rafter,
the room. I saw my purse on
the chair by the door. This was
Studio K and my theory had been
correct.
Up here the murderer had
crouched, waiting, watching. The
moment that Steve had left he
had aimed his gun down through
the grill, pulled the trigger and
shot Anita Farrell to death. It
was as simple as that. He might
even have still been here when
1 entered the room, might have
watched me as I came upon the
body of the dancing teacher.
This wasn't a pleasant thought.
The killer might know by now
wtiy I had not reported the murder. He might have _figured out
that it was I who stole the register, and why . . . because I was

CHAPTER 9
Steve Barton 'the Waltzer's' wife.
I\ Ay dance lesson finally came to
He might even have guessed why
lvi an end and 1 was free for the
I had finagled my way onto the
next two hours. Casually I began
faculty here, and that I was lookto acout around the Crescent
ing for him.
exploring

•

its
School of Dancing,
He had killed once. If he felt
maze of corridors and their cellwas getting too close to him,
like studios. I found what I was
he
might not hesitate to do me
searching for in what seemed to
a
certain
amount of bodily harm
be a conference room. In a cor'ter, beyond a long, polished table which could prove fatal ...
I got rid of that idea hastily.
and its surrounding chairs, was
a door that opened on a shallow There was work for me to do.
closet. Fastened to its back wall 1 had to talk to Steve; I had
was a ladder. I closed the door news for him.
It took only a few _minutes to
behind me and started climbing.
From the top of the ladder I get down off the catwalk.
managed
to slide out of the concrawled onto a narrow catwalk.
There wasn't enough room to fertnce room without attracting
stand up between the false ceil- any attention. After collecting
ing that covered the school and my purse from Studio K and lothe real ceiling above it. On my cating a dime, I found that the
hands and knees I started for- pair of telephone booths in the
corridor were both in use.
ward.
I sat down on a sleek curved
Enough light sifted up through
sofa.
I. picked up the afternoon
the grills from the rooms below
paper
that lay beside me. The
me to see that I was surrounded
murder
of Anita Farrell was still
by a jungle of wires and cables
and pipes. That explained the a front page story, but there

false ceiling, even to the unscientific likes of me. It had been
simpler to Install wires and pipes
overhead than to encase them in
the labyrinth of temporary walls
that cut the fourteenth floor of

wasn't much that was new. The
Waltzer was still at large, but
the pol•iee expected an early arrest, etc. No family or relatives

of the victim had been located,
etc. The Medical Examiner had
the building into dancing stilettos. ascertained that Miss Farrell had
As I crawled along in search of been killed by a thirty-two caliStudio K I could hear voices in bet bullet, etc. I put down the
the rooms below me. I heard a paper.
I got up to, step into a vacated
male instructer patiently counting out steps for a beginner .. . phone booth. Then I sat down
again,
picked up the paper again.
"Glide, two and three . . glide,
two and three . . ." In another" I read once more what the Medical
Examiner
had to say.
studio, as I crossed it, a man
It had been decided, from the
was explaining that as a young
erne he had been a pretty snappy angle by which the bullet had enstepper, but he didn't know, tered Anita Farrell's body, that
somehow he had got rusty . . . the killer had been standing nine
In another I heard a man say or ten feet behind her when he
that as .soon as the hour was pulled the trigger. I put the
over he was going to take a paper on my lap. My theory of
chance and go down to Rhine- the grill had been demolished.
Tbe killer mild tint h
.e.'7 r)t
heck Place. A girl didn't seem to

think that wea wiac, I didn't has tou.Uct down through the ceil-

-••••
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SERVICES

OFFERED I

PAGE THREE

LOOKS LIKE IKE'S A DODGER FAN, ALL RIGHT!

CLEANING Speciality Rug
and Wall Deterger Company.
Phone 25.
011C
RUG

ea4.

HELP WANTED I

F.WANTED

FOR REIN T

2 ROOM

PHYSICIAN AMAZES POLICE
Singer Sewing machine repreSOMERVILLE, N. J. ItE -sentative in' Murray. For sales,
Police here were amazed at the
West Main. Phone 325.
TFC service, repair contact
Leon Hall, deftness Dr
George 13 a t b
TEC showed In
UNFURNISHED A P T., newly 1817 Farmer. Ph. 1622-M
stopping a runaway
decorated. Ky. and Ryan. Availbulldozer Monday. When they
able now. $40 per month. Phone
asked the physician how he
721 for appointment.
LOST & FOUND I .knew the way to stop the
010P
driverless vehicle, Barber reFOUR ROOM unfurnished apartplied: "I didn't. I just pulled
ment. Private bath and entrance. LOST: Truck tire and wheel,
the first lever I saw."
near
Otis
lake.
Lovins
place
on
Heat and water furnished. Call
48 or 1447-1107 Main St.
011C Please call Five Point Ashland
A MOWER MOTORIST
Service, 9118.
010P
TAMPA, Fla. tift - Police
FURNISHED one and two bedhalted 10-year old Terry Srafroom apartments, electric
LOST: Brown ,billfold in Kroger fer's planned ''trip to Alabama"
private bath and entrance. Blue
store or in parking lot. Finder when they spotted him chugging
Grass Motel, Hardin, Ky.
015C
contact Eva Orr at Kroger Store. along on his father's power lawn
011C mower.
Cold and

furnished
apartment.
hot water. Bath. al206

NOTICE
THERE WII be a rummage sale
in the Hart Building across from

the Ledger & Times Saturday
morning beginning at 7 o'clock
until 12 noon.
012C
ATTENTION FARMER.-.2111 b k
your order at once for your De
Hybrid
Grain
Kalb
sorghum
seed. There is a limited amount
of these seeds. Some verities
already sold out. All seed are
sold only on order
Murray
Hatchery.
010C
FOR YOUR INSURANCE needs
Wilson,
Wayne
contact
Farm Agent, phone 321.

State
N1OC

YOUR Fuller Brush needs
call Lois Kelly, 1625 Hamilton.
NIC
Phone 1430.
FOR

Monuments first class material
granite and marble, large selection styles, sizes. Call 85, home

4
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2;-Declare
4ii-Proneun
41-Vondles
43--Cutting tool
44-Behold!
46-Blemishes
47-Sonlor (abbr.)
AS-So be It!
se-Auser
11-Seml-preclous
stone
61-Want
65-Haven
67-French for
"summer"
68--Pald notte•
'69-A mat.(abbr.)

1-C7ame at cards
41-1.kotie
6-Artilicial
language
11-City in New
York State
13-Prolong
35-Coffin
16-Performed
18-Paddles
19-Man'g
nickname
20-Cavity
22-Note of scale
•
33-Title of
respect (a.br.)
24-Young saNnon
njunction
ritITIltard
30-SeJltious
tumult
32-consumed.
33-Man'e.
nickname
34-Gave
absolution
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After a long fight against opposition parties and some members of his own .party. Adenauer

0L:11
.120 OD3E
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6-Chemical
element
6-Lessen
7-Beast of
burden
11-Beleved
9-Anxiety
10-Hypothetical
force W./
12-Teutonic deity
14-Prepositl.in
17-Suffix; like
20-Parts of
jaeket
al-Specimens
23-Pronoun
24-Kind of
caner,Fe
25-Rings
2i-learoo Islands
whiriwlnut
29-Thick, black
substance
31-Southwestern
Indian
24-Quiet!
35-Headgear
36-111senvered
3"-Changes
38-Car shelter
39-- Prefix
formerly
42-Ree ky hill
46-Bacteriologist's
wire
47-Tn tried
45-Fruit drink
49-Symbol for
nickel
- 'reposit tort
Mt--rntiritP
F.4 -Sun god
66-Mtt
nickname

as..aMY haw Darr.tr.

Lampkins Motor Sales

has put the blame on the United
States for a serious setback in
his plan to rearm Western Ger-
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A
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By CHARLES M. McCANN
United Press Staff Correspondent
Chancellor
Konrad
Adenauer

A

1L7

to cooperate more closely I come at the expense of close
each other in months to i unity with the United States.

Blames US. On
Arms Setback We Will Not Be Undersold
with
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angle was wrong for that. She
had been shot by someone standing in the studio with her, nine
of ten feet behind her. 1 was
right back where I started. Only
Steve had been in that studio.
I had no news for him, after
all. I had spent a whole precious
day for nothing, wasted all these
hours. I would go home now,
wait for Steve, explain ley failure.
I sat, staring gloomily at the
newspaper on my lap, and my
eyes caught the words Rhinebeck Place.
There in black and white the
newspaper said that the victim
had lived at number 11 Rhinebeck Place. Just a few mintees
ago I had heard someone say
those words, if not that number.
A man's voice, in the room next
to Studio K, had said that he was
going to take a chance and go
down to Rhinebeck Place. A girl's
voice had been against it. Thinking back, I realized her tone did
not imply that he was going to
Rhinebeck Place to have his hat
cleaned and blocked. Unless my
memory was cuttieg up, there
could have been ma vousness and
apprehension in thet voice.
had to see what
I got up.
teacher was giving what student
a lesson in the studio next to
mine. But I headed in exactly
.
lte direction. An elethe oppos
vator had opened and from it
had stepped a man. He was an
ordinary, even pleasant looking
man in a solid, vigorous vein.
The sight of him shouldn't have
alarmed me ... except that I had
knew
seen him before. In fact,
him. Steve and 1, Lieutenant Detective Bolling and this gentleman had shared a cab southbound from the Polo Grounds one
late afternoon. This gentleman
was Eiolling's Homicide squad
side-kietse Oeorge Hankins. He,
too, was a conscientious defender
of the law and he would surely
feel duty-bound to make Steve
Barton's wife explain what she
was doing teaching at the Crescent School of Dancing.
I didn't dare look over my shoulder to see if the footsteps pounding down the corridor behind me
belonged to Hankins. I concentrated on seeming to be a rightful employee of Mr. Bell's, simply
going about my daily chores. L
stopped at the first door; •Seddio
B, opened it and rimed it behiael
me. The room was etrund-proofed;
I couldn't tell whether the resetsteps, too, had stopped or gone
on by.
A voice said, "May I help
you

likely

Edr.3 -11111:1 Lifar-11Jul

GO-man's
nickname

34 35

a ‘\

ii1111116.PRESIDENT EISENHOWER looks as fanlike as any other World Series spectator as he watches this
game in Ebbets Feld, Brooklyn. Left: He stands to see outcome of a play. Right: He applauds ,
Dodger Car.) Furillo's double to the leftheld wall in the second inning, to score Gil Hodges. Secretary
of State John Foster Dulles is seated at President's right in left photo. In right photo he is flanked
by his son, Maj. John Eisenhower, and Walter O'Malley, Dodgers president.
(international)
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Audrey Kelley ROO& 42 1956 by Keller ROO&
friss the Dodd. Mitail er Co. asieeL Copyright 0 19t.) by William and Syndicate.
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SYNOPSIS
atop to heal who won the argu- mg. The bullet had not been Med-Connie Barton. suepicions were ment. It my calculations were by someone crouching over the
aroused by her husband's choosy caThe
use. for his regular Wednesday night light, and I wasn't lost, Studio grill above Anita FarrelL

'fences. She trailed Steve to a oil
vete dance studio and then rea ,,ed
he was taking dance lessons as a
pleasant surprise for her. Kec,:ing
herself unnoticed. Ccnnie watched the
door of the studio till Steve left. and
went In for a private word with his
teacher. She found the instructor.
knits Farrell, sprawled on the neer
-shot dead. In the corpse's hand was
a paper Silhouette of herselt. Con.
hived. Counie's fist thought was t,,
cover up br Steve. She grabbed the
silhouette and the appointment book
at the unattended reception desk .3W • side and went home to confront
Steve. She lied to believe tits &seerBons of his innocence.
Police promptly got the names of
ali Miss Farreife pupils and bega3
p. in.
checking to identity the
waltzer. When Lieut. Lolling asked
Steve his lesson time. Steve sail 3
o'clock Saturday From the stolen appointment book Steve took the lesson
time of • Ralph Tolley. whom Bolling hasn't contacted--yet.
Using the name of Fleeter Fast.
and with a plan in mind to save
Steve, Connie got Mae Farrell's
teaching job. While dan, ine with •
'moil. Connie notices a eentiletni In
the ceiling of Studio K-the murder
room-and starts thinking,

:•••

MAN to work in Service Station
phone 526. See at Calloway Call 1060.
010C
Monument Works, Vester Orr,
107.
010C owner. West Main St., near colN4C
BIRD DOG. Guaranteed to satis- lege.
Gladys Jones, Murray, Ky.
MONUMENTS
HOUSE WORK wanted by color010P Murray Marble & Granite
Works ed lady. Experienced, reference,
builders of fine memorials for
will stay in home. Phone 719.
over half century. Porter White,
012P
Manager .Phone 121.
N3C

THE BLOIVRE
DIED ADAINCIN
. GA)6,

Once again,
Passed butt
ifled a liner

•-

automatle, rutw, never been shot.
Robert
Hopkins. Phone 72 or

•

111)
me, situation.

eluded

-et --- ••••

"
ff THE LEDGER

3c per word for one day, minimum of 17
words for fOje - Sc per word for three days.
Classified ads are payable in •dvance.

mber and has
Series in reloth times he
[he Dodgers

the

-74

1

ill Be
oar

roint

•
.

has been compelled to reduce
the draft term for the infant
West German armed froces from
18 months to one year.
In doing so, he let it be known
that he could not hope to get
parliamentary approval for the
because
18-months term
the
United States planned a cutback
in its own military streligth.

Adenauer's action
must
be
taken together with the conference in Paris last week between
British Prime Minister Anthony
Eden and French Premier Guy
Mollet.
Eden and Mollet spent t w o
days planning the coordination
of their foreign policy in the
Suez dispute and also in the entire Middle East.
This means that Britain and

1954 OLDS Super 88. Hardtop, red and
white, full power, sharpest thing
you have seen.
1954 FORD 2-dr., 8-cyl. Mainline with
just a heater but worth the money.
A clean car.
1951 MERCURY 2-dr., radio and heater,
overdrive. Loaded with extras.
1953 FORD Station Wagon. Low mileage. Good conditiou.
1951 FORD Pickup with.Ky. license.
1950 FORD Pickup. Worth the money.
At

Lampkig;
Motor Sobs

France, the two chief allies of
the United States, have taken
a step toward working independently when necessary to protect
their Interests.
evidence
There
that
is
as
things are working out, Britain,
France and West Germany are

CALL 519

NANCY

'

Ow Erode Rualuailfai

I'LL KEEP
MIND

THE DOCTOR PUT
ME ON A DIET

FOOD

MY

OFF
BY

THINKING
OF THE
WORD

I'm

SO
AND
HUNGRY

"DIET"

LIL' ABNER

By Al Cuipi
OH "/0'SHORE
15,SWEET-

ALTHOUGH I AM

THE IDEAL OF
/ UPSET
EVER
,
AM ERICAN

HEART OF
TH' PIANO.

•

I, FRANKLY, DON'T SEEM
TO ATTRACT MANY MEN
TO MY CONCERTS. MAYBE
YOU,MR. ENE AUTIFUL,
ARE THE ANSWER

r"

I HAVE A GORGEOUS
IDEA FOR A NEW ACTIfIT GOES LIKE THISpss74.-Pssr.",-r-

FP

ro•
CAR
GENIUS,
1 . IS A
.""10

TO OF TI-IONK
noir UR!
,LCS ErO!!

GIRL-

le"

\\\
ABBIE as' SI:AT3

Iv Isobars Van Burg
TEN MILLION FOR A HAIR -GROWER. THAT
WORKS IS A STEAL- OUT YOU'VE SIGNED,

YOU (GASP) MEAN THAT
YOU'RE ACTUALLY PAYING
DOUGH -711111 MIND 0'
DOUGH -FOR THE
FORMULA OF
TECHN I-COLA

AND A DEAL IS A DEAL
WELCHING, NOW,'

DOSPT WORRY, SIR- WE DON'T MIND BEING
TAKEN -IF IT'S FOR sew MILLION SMACKERSPAUL,' THE POOR COI'S FAINTED DEAD AWAY.?

NO

•4•10
,

n;11

•

'2

What troub- le Is Connie's
raise Identity going to get her
Into? Read Chapter lo of -The
Blonde Died Daneing" here tomorrow.

-e.
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•

•
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Club News

lo Burkeen, Editor... Phone 694-M-4 or 7634

_ Weillage

Potluck Supper Is
Held By Golden
Circle Class

SOCIAL CALENDAR

'Activitiee

1

Cocals

I

WEDNESDAY — OCTOBER 10, 1956

Producer
Fails To
Find Joan

bunch of hearaches until fame at first," Pruminger
said, "but
rapped on the gate. Ott's assis- this Is big business.
A man
tants took notes.
can't let his sentiments run off
Others, before they finished with him, you
now
their first sentence, fled in tears,
The way Otto looks at it,
and barefoot, too, since "Saint
what Hollywood needs • is some
Joan" was a barefoot girl.'
schools that will take in the
:One poor kid, cut off in the young kids and finance some
middle of an inspired moment training.
of great art, got clear to the
That's why we are hitting
cab stand without her shoes the flatlands," he said. "If we
By HARMAN W. NICHOLS
Things
like that are hard on find somebody who can fit the
United Press Staff Correspondent
pattern of 'Saint Joan' we can
WASHINGTON en
Thursday.
pre.. nylons.
iter.11
Thursday. October 11
The cabin of the late Dr J. A.
Mr. and Mrs. Peul A. Crason
"I felt a little bad about it help her along.
'fible..Soutfi Mutt
HomemakThe Murray State College of Benton Route One are the ducer-director Otto Prentinger pf
iutland %k as the scene of the
meeting .4 the Golden Circle ers Club will meet a the home Orchestra, under the direction of parents of a daughter, Paula Hollywood often goes to bed
Sunday School Class of the pi Mrs. Bob Bazzell, Waldrop Richard Farrell. will present the Beth, weighing seven pounds at night hating hirnseU. Moistly
Drive. at one-thirty o'
k.
first in the years series of three 8% ounces, born on Thursday, beceuse he has to get tough with
Memorial Baptist Church- held
••••
star-struck young ladies who
,children's concerts at ten o'clock. September 27 at the
on Tumday. October 2.
Murray hanker is- play the title role
Ledger and Times File
The WSCS of the Filet\i;ethThe Wesleyan Circle of the Hospital.
Mrs. Cora Shelton, teacher,
of Joan of Arc in a film to
••• •
gave the devotion and led in odist Church will have a cafee First Methodist Church will meet
Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Gardner of this city will leave
be produced from Bernard
prager. The group divided into and mission study at the life at the church at seven-thirty
Sandra Mae is the name chos- Shaw's "Saint Joan."
about
chapel
at
October 19 for Knoxville, Tenn., where they will
nine
-thirty
o'clock
o'clock.
isk
two classes with the new clan
en by Mr. and Mrs. Ray Clinton
Seems there are thousands of attend memorial services for
S • re
her brother Brooks Toler,
to be Failed the Shining Light the morning.
Henderson of Hardin Route (ate undiscovered actresses
in Amerwith Mrs. Thrya Crawford as
Friday. October 12
for their daughter, weighing ica and abroad who have their who was killed in action inWorld War Two.
Murray
orth
The Calloway County Agriculture Leaders Club held
Homemakers eight pounds 1 ts ounces,
the teacher.
beim hearts set on playing Saint Joan
meet at the home of Mrs. on .Friday, September 28,
A potluck supper was served
at the But Otto hasn't found one yet a dinner meeting Tuesday night at the National Hotel.
ie Crawford at 1:30 p.m. Murray Hospital.
to those present. Mrs. Pete FarThe Club was organized in early summer to promot
that suits him.
e
• •• •
ley and Mrs. Sam Henry were
•• • •
When he visited our town he and maintain standardized aglicultural practices through
urday, October 13
the hostesses.
Mr. and Mrs. Buel Downey already had looked at 'over 1500 out the country.
The Young Married Women's I The
aptain Wendell Oury of Hazel Route Three a
Twenty members were present. Sunday
lovely chicks. •
The Calloway County Singing Convention will be held
School Class of t
chapter
of .the DAR will meet the birth of a son, Larry K
The visitors were Mrs. Robert
"Out of this bunch," he said, at the Kilksey High School
Cherry Corner Baptist Church I
Auditorium Sunday, Octoat
the horrre of Mrs. E. J. Beale weighing six pounds 10% ounces, "I saw 12 who had possibili
Groves and children, Gail and
ties. ber 13, at 1:15 pm.
met in the home of Mrs. Lester at two-thirt
)( o'clock with Mrs. born on Friday. Septemb
Dale, James Sublett, and Martina
The
rest
should
go
back and
er 28,
Workman on Pogue Avenue on P.
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen was honored with a miscellaneous
A. Hart
cohostess.
Moore,
at the Murray Hospital.
practice or just go back."
Friday, October 5. at seven
shower
• Nr, • •
Wednesday afternoon at five o'clock by Misses
•
•
•
•
At
length,
after a tour of
o clock in the evening.
Tuesday, !Ttober 16
Europe. he will have looked Sue Workman and Annette Webb at the home of the
Mrs. Ofus Outland gave the
Circle No. 2 o \ the WSCS of
TO 3AVE MONEY
at over 9,000 hopefuls. Only former.
devotion and she was also the
the First Methodis1, Church will
The Garden Club sponsored the annual autum festival
one
of them will make the
recipient
of the door prize.
On Tow. Plumbing
meet at the home o\liirs.
ll
Mary
garden
any.
if
at
the Woman's Club House on Thursday afterno
URBANA
.
Ill.
MI
—If
your
The president. Mrs. James Mc- Alexande
on
r, Olive Ext ded. Mrs. children's toys need painting
Otto said he may have to and evening, October 3.
, let
Kinney, presided at the meeting.
Attractive displays included
Edgar Morris has chatiige of the the children do it,
go back and pick up an old flower arrangements
says
Millicent
Refreshments were served by program
, antiques, canned foods, gems from
.
Martin of the University of Illi- pro.
foreign lands, Girl Scout work, and garden suggest
the hostess, Mrs. Workman, to
ions.
Audition
were
s
granted
scene
to
nois.
PLUMBING CO
the following: Mrs. J. B. Bell.
Hostesses for the occasion were Mrs. H. C. Corn,
You can't expect a perfect 30 or more hopefuls from the Mrs. James
Mrs. 'James Garland. Mrs. HasOverby, Mrs. R. M. Lamb, Mrs. Shelby
paint job from a five-year-old, Washington area the other day
Sell Shelton, Mrs. Ofus Outland.
Hadden and Mrs. Maurice Crass.
said the child specialist. But you and included some that looked
Mrs. Jimmie Rickman, Mrs. Hoyt
can expect him to learn what fairly fancy to me.
•
Roberts, Mrs. Perry Hendon. and
Use Straight Man
Mrs. James McKinney.
The Garden Department t\,\has to be 'done to make things
Gilbert
Gardner
young
actor
,
a
The November meeting will be the Murray Woman's Club held attractive, what is involved in and step-son of the producer,
ting and how to clean up
held ax the home of Mrs. Hassell its regular meeting at the club
was • the straight man. Lights
RiNG
Shelton.
house on Thursday, October 4, bIsshes and himself. He also on, he sat in a• chair in front
i learn to take better care of
at two-thirty o'clock in t h e
of the little platform and gave
the oys.
afternoon.
his best with "we do not con'P %tri
,
m
Mrs. A. 0. Woods, assisted by
demn thee to eat the • bread
Mrs. 011ie Brown, presented the
of sorrow ..." According to the
it:41‘
program, on the continuation of
script, the girl was supposed
the previous lesson on the study
to fight back.
and demonstration of balance, Monday's complete
Some took the advantage of
record folscale, and proportion of flower lows:
a target, young Gardner, and
arrangement.
read their lines like they meant
Census
\
39
Flower arrangements illustratit. Others gurgled a lfttle in
Adult Bedi
60
ing the September lesson were
fright.
Emergency eds
21
on display by t h e members.
few of the kids were asked
Patients Adn1tted
4
to stick around for a moment
These arrangements were disPatients Dismissed
LENORE $150.00
11
and say where they studied
tussed for both the good and
New Citizens
Also $200 to 350
0
drama and whether they had
bad points and three awards Patients admitted
Wedding Ring $75.00
from Friday the courage
to run through a
were made for the best arrange- 3:00 p.m.
ot Mond
3:30 p m
ments.
Mr. B. M. Arant, Rt. 4, PaduMrs. E. S. Fez guson, chairman cah; Mr. William
Graham.
of the department, presided at Plaza Court,
Murray; \drs. Jack
the meeting
Doom and baby boy, Rt.\ 2, BenThe chairman of the landscape ton; Mr. William
Lee \Barnett
design
committee, Mrs. Audrey and Billy Lee Barnett,
PHONE 1733
Ss. 16th
Side Sq.
Ph. 1934
Simmons, reported that t h e St., Murray; Mrs.
Calloway County's
Thomas'Bucy,
Wroup had held two meetings Rt. 5, Murray;
Year-'Round Drive-In
Mr. Bemis
with one being with Karl Warm- Bridges, 211 E.
Walnut St., Mu,
ing, administrator of the Murray ray; Mrs. Otis
Perry Albritton,
WEDNESDAY NITE
Hospital.
New Concord; Mr. Johnnie EarOthers serving with Mrs. Sim- hart, Rt. 3, Dover,
Tenn.; Mrs,
mons are Mrs. Maurice Grass, Jimmy Cope,
Rt. 3, Benton; Mrs.
No Republicans Allowed!
Mrs. C. C. Farmer, Mrs. Charlie Frank Dibble
and baby boy, 320
Farmer. Mrs. _Carnie Hendon, Woodlawn,
Murray; Mr. Henry
ON OUR SCREEN
and Mrs. Vandall Wrather.
Miller, Rt. 5, Murray; Mrs. Fan1608 W. MAIN STREET
WEDNESDAY ONLY
Mrs. Fred Gingles reported ny Wood, Rt. 3.
Murray; Mrs.
that her committee on youth Johnnie Myers,
800 Poplar, Murincluding Mrs. Henry Hargis, co- ray; Mrs. James Lewis
Duncan
chairman. Mrs. 011ie Brown, and baby boy, Dexter;
It,. POWER 2,..1.1.1111ARD
Eak4
Mrs. HilMrs. Walter Miller, Mrs. George ton Hughes, 1306
Poplar, MurHart, Mrs. Eaf Huie, and Mrs. ray; Mrs. Hill
Gardner, Rt. 5,
Clifford Melugin had several Murray; Mrs. John
Cavitt, Rt. 2,
S emir
11464.1•111,
meetings including one for the Murray, Mrs. W.
511111,1101•C NAPO
L. Vermillion,
organtiation of the Junior Gar- Rt. 1, Golden Pond.
den 'Club.
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10 Years Ago This Week

Workman Home Is
Scene Of Married 'Cha
If'omen's Class Meet

1
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Garden Department
Has Regular Meet'
At The Club House\
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Let Children Paint
Those Faded Toys

Elroy Sykes

.0,,,

Hosoital News

I

For All Your

Furches

Fuel-Oil
Needs
WHITNELL & SON

JEWELRY

Standard Oil Agent

ii

hours away!

E.

WHITE HOUSE
GROCERY

e

is

Democrat Nite

Remember.

UNTAMED

Everyday Low Prices

COFFEE, leading brands 1-lb. can . . 95c
OLEO, colored
2 lbs. 35c
Variety of 10 CANNED ITEMS 3 for 25c
HONEY IN COMB
5 lb. jar $1.79
SWEET POTATOES,2/
1
2can..2 for 45c
SALMON, pink double
2 tall 59c
HOT TAMALES,21/2 size can
37c
FORTILLAS, Mexican food . . . can 59c
SPAGHETTI DINNERS, complete . 53c
PICNIC HAM, Morrell Pride . . . . $1.43
Chicken CHOW MEIN Dinner
89c
Log Cabin SYRUP, kg. bottle
59c
Lux Liquid DETERGENT, king size 83c
GLASS WAX
pint can 49c
Giant Size
SOAP POWDER,Tide, Duz, Cheer . 69c
Johnson's Super Hardgloss WAX qt. 95c
PINE-SOL
qt. 89c
(Cleans - Disinfects - Deodorizes)
NOXEMA
2 large jars 89c
TOOTH PASTE
2 giant tubes 69c_
Gleem
Pepsodent - Colgate
AFTER SHAVE LOTION . . . . 2 for $1
Spice

and Heather

Drene or Prell SHAMPOO . 2 for 79c
Easy-Off OVEN CLEANER . . 69c & 98c
Plain & Fancy POTTERY — all sizes'
WE ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF

FROZEN FOODS - FRESH FRUITS VEGETABLES and MEATS
REMEMBER — Save Your Cash Register Slips For
FREE PRIZES!!

The

White House
Grocery

1608 West Main Street

•

Wilburn Farris, Owner

•••
Mrs. John Shroat
Hostess For Aliar
Society Meeting

THURSDAY NITE IS

atADie..ATt-

Mrs. John Shroat was the
hostess for the meeting of the
Altar Society of St. Leo's Catholic Church held on Thursday,
October 4, at seven-thirty o'clock
in the evening at her home at
Kentucky Lake State Park.
The president, Mrs. A. C.
Koertner. presdied at the Meeting. Several items of business
were discussed by the group.
During the social hour Mrs
Shroat served refreshments to
the members and guests.
Those present were Mrs. William Nall, Mrs. John Resig,
Mrs.
Clarence Ftohwedder, Mrs. 'A. C.
Koertner, Mrs. Ed Fenton, Mrs.
elude Johnson, Mrs. Grover
James, and Mrs. Shroat, members; Mrs. Lena McDonald and
Mrs. Claus Dodd of Detroit,
Mich., visitors.

PREVEINi

THE DESTRUCTIVE
TERMITE
FREE INSPECTION

TERMITES
--Licensed and Insured—
Sam Kelley
Phan.. Act

Kelley's Pest
Control

Republican Nite
Not Responsible For
Accidents To Democrats
Here Tonite!
ON OUR \SCREEN
THURSDAY ONLY
er1ECHNICOLOR
rmravi.4'
10AUC
- !ming

11.17.fiBETH lAYLOR.,
DANA AMMO
PETE/ZWICK
A "weimmant Pktvr•

ie
The car that goes'em all one better

••••

Girl Scout
News
Sister Troops
— .12. and 15 met
on Wednesday. October 3, at 3:30
at the Scout Cabin for a "cookout" in the pavilion known as
"Lonesome Joe". We brought
our own food, consisting mainly
of hot dogs, potato chips, marshmallows and drinks.
Leaders meeting with us were
Mrs. George_ Halanan, Mrs. Arlo
Sprtmger, Mrs. William Wallace,
and Mrs. Joel Evans, our new
leader, a student from Murray
State College.
This coming Wednesday, the
Color Guard will practice for
the parade Saturday.
•• • •
To remove fish odors from

cooking utensils add two or three
tablespoons of ammonia to the
dishwater.

SO EASY

'57 CHEVROLET
Get set for big surprises on

-

This wonderful pearly Country centleman white sweet
corn has• special sweetness and &Ivor possessed
only by corn grown ins small **non of central Illinois.
You can serve it so many ways and all of them
delicious. Serve it hot as it comes from the can—
cer, as fritters—chowder—baked—in a padding.
Get several cans today. Costs only a few cents a serving.

P RIDE °F illINOIS wliTRE"smw[VIYVOR'N

1•••••
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••
• •
•
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Only franchised Chevrolet dealers /CHEVROLET / display this famous tradema
rk

HOLCOMB CHEVROLET
MURRAY,

KY.
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